Abstract. Given natural numbers m,n,r,s,q with s > r < q there are two vector bundle functors T R ' S ' Q * = J (r ' 3 '«'(,R M )o and T R ' S * = J (r ' s) (.,R)o on the category 3~Mm,n of (m, n)-dimensional fibered manifolds. In the present paper we prove that for natural numbers m,n,r,s,q with s > r < q and m > 2 the space of natural operators A : TPROJN T*T R,S,Q * lifting a projectable vector field X on Y into a 1-form A(X) on T T ' S ' Q *Y is a 2(q + r)-dimensional module over C°°(R Q+R ) and we construct explicitely the basis of this module. We prove also that for natural numbers m, n, r, s with s > r and m > 2 the space of all natural operators A : Tproj\j:j^rn N T*7 ,r,s * lifting a projectable vector field X on Y into a 1-form A(X) on T R ' S * Y is a 2r-dimensional module over C°°(R r ) and we construct explicitely the basis of this module.
Introduction
In this paper we consider the following categories over manifolds: the category Mfm of m-dimensional manifolds and embeddings, the category !FM of fibered manifolds and fibered maps, the category TM.m,n of fibered manifolds with m-dimensional bases and n-dimensional fibers and fibered embeddings, the category VB of all vector bundles and vector bundle maps.
The notions of bundle functors and natural operators can be found in the fundamental monograph [4] .
In [13] , we studied the problem how a vector field X on an m-manifold M induces a 1-form A(X) on the r-cotangent bundle T r *M -J r (M, R)0 of M. This problem is reflected in the concept of natural operators A : T\Mfm T*T r *. We proved that for natural numbers m > 2 and r all natural operators A : T\M¡m T*T r * form a 2r-dimensional module over C°°(R r ). We constructed the basis of this module.
In the present paper we try to extend the result of [13] on fibered manifolds. We study the problem how a projectable vector field X on an (m, n)- form a 2r-dimensional module over C°°(R r ). We construct the basis of this module.
Natural operators lifting functions, vector fields and 1-form to some bundle functors were used practically in all papers in which problem of prolongations of geometric structures was studied, e.g. [14] . Such natural operators in the case of the (higher order) cotangent bundle functor were studied in [1] - [4] , [6] - [11] , [13] , e.t.c.
From now on the usual coordinates on R m ' n , the trivial bundle R m x R n over R m , are denoted by x 1 ,..., x m , y 1 ,..., y n .
All manifolds are assumed to be finite dimensional and smooth, i.e. of class C°°. Maps between manifolds are assumed to be smooth. The vector r-cotangent bundle functor T r * = J r (.,R)o : Mfm -> VB can be generalized as follows, see [4] , [12] . Let R 1,1 = R x R be the trivial bundle over R. The space T r ' s ' q * = j( r ' s '")(y,R 1 ' 1 )^ 0 G R 2 , has an induced structure of a vector bundle over Y. -> VB is a vector bundle functor in the sense of [4] . We call it the (r, s, g)-cotangent bundle functor. 
The natural operators

Examples of natural operators
The classification theorem
The first main result of this paper is the following classification theorem. The proof of Theorem 1 will occupy Subsections 1.5 and 1.6. Proof. The proof is standard. We use the naturality of A and the fact that any projectable vector field with non-vanishing underline vector field is locally in some fiber manifold coordinates.
Some preparations
• So, we will study the restriction i4(^r)|(ÏT r -»>«*)oR m,n . Then we have
The proof of Lemma 2 is complete. • 1.6. Proof of Theorem 1 = (ai,..., aq) E R 9 , b -(bi,...,br) 6 R r , where T r > s > q *X denotes the complete lifting (flow prolongation) of a projectable vector field X € Xproj{Y) to T r ' s <<**Y. X , is a natural operator.
The C°°(R r )-module of natural operators Tproj\jrMmn
The set of all natural operators Tpr0j\jrMm n T*T r ' s * is a module over the algebra C°°(R r ). Actually, if / G C°°(R r ) and A :
Tproj\?Mm,n -> T*T r ' s * is a natural operator, then fA : Tproj\jrMm n T*T r ' s * is given 
The classification theorem
The second main result of this paper is the following classification theorem. Proof. The proof of Theorem 2 is similar to the proof of Theorem 1, but easier. We leave the details to the reader. •
